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We will guarantee all customer benefit. The products we ship out are brand new.
Please check carefully before installation, compare all parts with the parts listed 
in the package contents section. If any part appears missing or damaged, 
do not install.
Contact customer service by E-mail: service@bestgosupplychaininc.com
Send us the pictures or video, we promise will response to you with 24 hours. 
We will decide send you spare parts or deliver a replacement by free.

BEFORE INSTALLATION

Assemble the product by two or more adults to ensure proper installation.
To connect the wires to the electrical junction box, a qualified technician or
electrician is highly recommended.
Disconnect power before installing, adding, or changing any components.
Make sure that the fixing location can support the weight of the entire fixture
(e.g, solid stone or brick walls).
To prevent injury, the mirror cabinet must be installed according to the 
instructionsprovided.

Inspect the product immediately upon receipt for any transit damage or
missing parts.
The voltage for your BESTGO product should be between 100V and 120V
If the voltage exceeds 120V, please use a transformer.
You can connect the wires directly to your junction box or plug.

Thank you for choosing BESTGO products. To ensure the best experience, 
pleaseread carefully and follow the instructions provided below before 
assemblingand installing the product.

Please check and make sure that the mirror cabinet is functioning properly.
3. Before installation
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Step 1
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SURFACE-MIOUNT 
INSTALLATION

Suface-Mount Installation the first step is to 
install the left and right mirrors. Please follow 
the bellow steps to install. 

Install the bottom buckle Install the top buckle
Install side mirrors,
Attention the tape face back
Tear off the tape for a 
more secure installation

Front

Back



20 inch  Installation

Step 2
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Step 3
Level and mark the cabinet's location on the wall.
Fix Top Mounting Bracket on the Wall

Measure the distance 
between the  holes 
in the Top Mounting Bracket.

Measure the size of the 
medicine cabinet



Step 4
Hanging the Cabinet on the top mounting bracket. Make sure top 
brackets are locked in the grooves.

Wall

Step 5
Move the cabinet to the right 
position and screw in the bottom 
supporting bracket and fix it.



Step 7 If the cabinet door does not close well or unbalanced, 
it is necessary to adjust the hinge. 

Step 6
According to you own needs and preferences, adjust and install the height of 
the glass shelves, first insert the transparent glass clip, then put the glass 
shelves on the clip, pay attention to the level of the glass.

X4 X16 X4



Level and mark the cabinet's location on the wall.
Fix Top Mounting Bracket on the Wall

Step 2
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Measure the distance 
between the  holes 
in the Top Mounting Bracket.

Wall
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Unpack all the packaging,
take out the medicine cabinet, 
and put it together to 
measure the total size 
of the medicine cabinet 
combination

ALL COMBINATION MEDICINE CABINETS 
THE INSTALLATION METHOD ARE THE SAME. 

Step 1

80"/60"/40" Installation 
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Step 3
Hanging the Cabinet on the top mounting 
bracket. Make sure top brackets are 
locked in the grooves.

Wall

Step 4
Move the cabinet to the right position and screw in the bottom 
supporting bracket and fix it.



Step 6 If the cabinet door does not close well or  unbalanced, 
it is necessary to adjust the hinge. 

Step 5
According to you own needs and preferences, adjust and install the height of 
the glass shelves, first insert the transparent glass clip, then put the glass 
shelves on the clip, pay attention to the level of the glass.

X4 X16 X4



RECESSED
INSTALLATION



20 inch  Installation
The opening size of an recessed medicine cabinet

（492mm）19 3/8”

29 3/16”（742mm）

≥4 5/16”（≥110mm）
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According to the actual size of the medicine cabinet for the wall cutout



While supporting the door release
(the leaver under the hinge arm),
slide the door offthe frame.

Step 1



WALL

WALL

WALL

8mm

45mm

8mm

WALL

Put the cabinet into the wall, use a level to level, and mark 
the positions of the upper and lower holes, ready to drill holes

Take out the cabinet, drill a hole in the marked 
position, and drive in the plastic nail!

Step 2

Step 3



WALL

Put it into the cabinet again, use a level to level it, 
and fasten the upper and lower 3 vacancies with screws
(Insert the fixed screw through the decorative cover 
and tighten the screw)
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Install the cabinet door back to the cabinet body,
Align the hook with the hinge bump and press 
the half of the hinge,make it achieve 
the locking effect!

Step 4

Step 5



According to you own needs and 
preferences, adjust and install the 
height of the glass shelves, first 
insert the transparent glass clip, then 
put the glass shelves on the clip, 
pay attention to the level of the glass.

X4 X16 X4

Step 8 If the cabinet door does not close well or  unbalanced, 
it is necessary to adjust the hinge. 

Install the top and bottom 
decorative covers 
of the medicine cabinet, 
please follow the bellow step

Step 6 Step 7



40"/60"/80" Installation 

2X 40”

60”

80”

3X

4X

The opening size of an 
recessed medicine cabinet

(992mm)39 1/16”

(1492mm)58 3/4”

(1992mm)78 7/16“

29 3/16”（742mm）

≥4 5/16”（≥110mm）

29 3/16” (742mm)

≥4 5/16” (≥110mm)

29 3/16“ (742mm)

≥4 5/16“ (≥110mm)
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While supporting the door release
(the leaver under the hinge arm),
slide the door offthe frame.

Step 1



WALL

WALL

Put the cabinet into the wall, use a level to level, and mark 
the positions of the upper and lower holes, ready to drill holes

Step 2



WALL

8mm

45mm 8mm

Take out the cabinet, drill a hole in the marked 
position, and drive in the plastic nail!

Step 3



Put in the cabinet again, and use the level to level,
Fasten the upper and lower three vacancies with screws.
(Insert the set screw through the decorative cover and tighten the screw)
Finally use the link screws,connect the two adjacent cabinets securely.

Step 4
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Install the cabinet door back to the cabinet body,
Align the hook with the hinge bump and press 
the half of the hinge,make it achieve the locking effect!

Step 5

Install the top and bottom decorative covers 
of the medicine cabinet, please follow the bellow step

Step 6



According to you own needs and preferences, adjust and install the height of 
the glass shelves, first insert the transparent glass clip, then put the glass 
shelves on the clip, pay attention to the level of the glass.

X4 X16 X4

If the cabinet door does not close well or  unbalanced, 
it is necessary to adjust the hinge. Step 8

Step 7


